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Race and gender have long sociopolitical histories of classification in technical infrastructures—from the
passport to social media. Facial analysis technologies are particularly pertinent to understanding how identity
is operationalized in new technical systems. What facial analysis technologies can do is determined by the
data available to train and evaluate them with. In this study, we specifically focus on this data by examining
how race and gender are defined and annotated in image databases used for facial analysis. We found that the
majority of image databases rarely contain underlying source material for how those identities are defined.
Further, when they are annotated with race and gender information, database authors rarely describe the
process of annotation. Instead, classifications of race and gender are portrayed as insignificant, indisputable,
and apolitical. We discuss the limitations of these approaches given the sociohistorical nature of race and
gender. We posit that the lack of critical engagement with this nature renders databases opaque and less
trustworthy. We conclude by encouraging database authors to address both the histories of classification
inherently embedded into race and gender, as well as their positionality in embedding such classifications.
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1

Introduction

Race and gender are a part of our everyday reality. We all experience the visible external features
associated with race and gender when we interact with the world. We also hold our own internal
and otherwise invisible affinities with these identities. Race and gender have also always been
incorporated into technical systems. From the U.S. Census [164] to Facebook [20], we see technical
representations of these identities everywhere. They have also now become commonly embedded
into databases as features used to train new machine-learning based algorithms. Facial analysis
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technology—the machine learning (ML) approach to determining information about human faces—is
just the latest tool in a long history of tools used for classifying human identity.
Within the last decade, facial analysis technology has quickly transitioned from a theoretical
research problem to commercial reality. Facial recognition is already embedded in technologies
(e.g., social media [119], device locking [5]) and employed by law enforcement ([53, 165]. Facial
classification is used to target marketing campaigns at specific demographics (e.g., [128, 139, 154])
and to track physical consumer behavior inside stores (e.g., [4, 70, 96]). The outputs produced by
facial analysis systems are premised on their training and evaluation data: the images used to
“teach” the system what a subject looks like.
The use of human identity characteristics as outputs have been increasingly scrutinized by
computing researchers (e.g., [80, 134, 150]). Race and gender have become two of the largest
concerns regarding bias in machine learning fairness literature—particularly, how systems are
biased against certain races and genders [6, 58, 84] and how to mitigate those biases [24, 55, 167].
These concerns include bias in the databases used to train and evaluate machine learning algorithms
(e.g., [34, 108, 161]) and the very morality of facial analysis use cases (e.g., [14, 104, 169]). Sample
selection bias–bias resulting from what subjects are included in a database–is a known issue in
machine learning databases (e.g., [108, 162]), leading computer scientists to try to mitigate for
it using various methods. For example, algorithms for exploiting database bias to improve those
databases (e.g., [83]) and for creating “unbiased” models from known biased data (e.g., [76]).
Such attempts to mitigate bias and build more diverse databases are invaluable to creating
fairer outcomes. However, despite increasing attempts to diversify databases, approaches remain
simplistic and lacking in critical and social theories. ML and human-computer interaction (HCI)
communities do not have an agreed upon approach to how diversity is being operationalized in
training and evaluation databases. New databases are seeking to fill gaps with more images without
a deeper engagement of the categories of race and gender themselves or the ethics of collecting that
information (e.g., Google contractors targeting homeless people of color for face images [67]). While
some scholars are questioning the politics of identity representations in facial analysis classification
infrastructures (e.g., [80, 150]), there has been little inquiry into the assumptions authors of facial
analysis databases have made when collecting and annotating data. This is a major obstacle in
meaningfully representing race and gender in databases, resulting in databases that are opaque and
inconsistent. To truly understand the available outcomes of facial analysis models, it is imperative
to understand the underlying decisions embedded into the construction of training and evaluation
databases.
Like Benthall and Hayes in [18], we examine race—and gender—as socially constructed categories
machine learning has failed to critically engage with. We approach our analysis from a critical
discursive perspective. Specifically, we investigate how race and gender are codified into image
databases. To do this, we analyze how race and gender are represented in image databases and how
those representations are derived. We focus on answering the following research questions:
(1) What purposes do the authors of image databases intend their databases to be used for and
how does that shape their use of race and gender?
(2) What information about race and/or gender are implicit (i.e., the authors describe the demographic distribution in a database, but each image is not annotated with race and/or gender)
and what information is explicit (i.e., each image in a database is annotated with race and/or
gender information)? What are the categories being used to define race and gender?
(3) What sources are being used to derive race and/or gender in both implicit and explicit
databases?
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(4) How are database authors describing the annotation procedures for explicitly annotated race
and/or gender categories?
To identify relevant databases for analysis, we created a corpus of machine learning literature
on facial analysis technologies and manually coded them for which databases are referenced. We
used this corpus to identify a sample of 92 image databases, whose documentation we examined to
answer the outlined research questions. We started by analyzing the database documentation to
identify the motivations authors provided for the use of each database—in other words, what each
database was created for. Understanding these motivations provided context for the intended uses
of race and gender in facial analysis systems. We found three database use cases: (1) individual face
recognition and verification; (2) image labeling and classification; and (3) providing diversity for
model training and evaluation. We then surveyed both (1) implicit race and gender information; and
(2) explicit race and gender annotations. We chose to analyze both implicit and explicit descriptions
as both have implications for database use, value, and potential bias.
Within both implicit and explicit race and gender categories, we found two diverging themes.
For race, we observed no consistent classification schema; the classification of race and the way
race is discussed by authors varies greatly. For gender, like previous authors [80, 150], we observed
numerous instantiations of the same “male” and “female” binary categories. We found that the vast
majority of image databases (1) do not utilize sources (e.g., make use of existing resources, like
prior literature) for defining race and gender categories; and (2) do not document the process of
annotating images for race and gender categories.
Given that image databases are used as a resource on which facial analysis systems are built and
evaluated, we argue that the field of computer vision needs to adopt more standardized methods
for using and documenting race and gender. We posit facial analysis as a digital form of otherwise
familiar classification technologies to critique current approaches in image databases for their lack
of critical engagement with racial and gender histories. We discuss race and gender categories in
technical databases through a multidisciplinary lens, synthesizing theory from critical race studies,
gender studies, infrastructural studies, and identity scholarship. We build on previous fairness
scholarship to specify options for the field of computer vision, and machine learning more broadly,
to evolve its approach to human identity and embrace new lines of research. Our findings highlight
opportunities for more human-centered methods that will improve both the representation of race
and gender and the validity of annotations in image databases.
2

Related Work

We situate our work at the intersection of two major areas of scholarship: identity theory and
machine learning. Within these two areas, we weave together work from multiple disciplines to
frame the complicated and nuanced reality of categorizing identity in facial analysis technologies.
We begin by discussing how complex the concept of identity is, highlighting numerous theories
for defining identity in philosophy, gender studies, and critical race theory. We discuss how visible
aspects of humans have been used to classify people into differing identity categories, drawing
connections between historical practices of racial and gender identification with more current
technical practices. Given the focus on the visual, we turn to the lens of “identification,” as defined by
Stuart Hall in [61], as a means of better interrogating current practices of facial analysis databases.
Finally, we turn to recent work in machine learning on fairness, accountability, transparency, and
ethics (FATE) that has specifically focused on identity inequity. We spotlight current work aimed at
uncovering and mitigating both racial and gender biases in machine learning.
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(In)visible Characteristics: Human Identity in Theory and Practice

The concept of identity, from human to computer, has erupted as a site of inquiry with the rise
of disciplines like HCI, society and technology studies (STS), and digital humanities. Technology
scholars have explored concepts such as embodied identity in virtual worlds [10, 21, 71], including
intersecting experiences of race and gender [117]. They have also centered human identities in their
studies of social media platforms, uncovering, for example, the emotional labor of moderators on
Asian American and Pacific Islander identity forums [38]; the benefits of online fandom communities
in LGBTQ+ identity exploration [40]; and how the systematic discrimination against trans people
can bridge both online and offline spaces [149].
Identity, broadly, is often divided into two perspectives: the visible and the invisible. Locke
argued that personal sense of self might belong to the “consciousness,” having nothing to do with
visible physical embodiment [99]. In contrast, scholars such as Husserl, Butler, and Alcoff assert
that the embodied self is central to the development of internal awareness and one’s relationship
with the world [9, 25, 110]. Alcoff, in particular, embraces notions of visual embodiment in [9],
discussing the significance of visible markers of identity for race and gender in discussions of social
identity, particularly in opposition to perspectives that seek to erase race and gender from political
discussions. Namaste similarly critiques the overly philosophized perspective on gender, centering
trans people’s lived and embodied experiences which are often erased, or made invisible, from
gendered theory [118].
However, classifying humans based on visible difference has sometimes been utilized for technologies of oppression. The practice of physiognomy, the notion that certain races’ bodily and facial
structures communicate inferior internal mental and emotional qualities, has been observed in both
the Rwandan genocide [86] and the long history of slavery and racial segregation in the United
States [48, 156]. Technology researchers have begun drawing lines between these histories and
technological practices of identity representation. Phillips connected past physiognomic practices
to shaping racial models in video games [127]. Benthall and Haynes questioned the racial categories employed in broader machine learning practices, particularly in how they’ve been shaped
by histories of political oppression against Black people [18]. Bowker and Star outline numerous
examples of how technologies that were deployed for racial segregation manifested in Apartheid
South Africa in [22], highlighting the evolving process of classification and reclassification that
shaped and twisted people’s lives. Some commercial facial analysis companies have also adopted
notions of physiognomy, such as Faception which attempts to tell internal characteristics, like IQ
and criminality, from facial morphology [107].
Institutional classifications of identity are constantly shifting; they are not solely remnants of
the past. For example, in the United States, President Trump recently issued an executive order to
extend racial and ethnic classification to those with Jewish ancestry in an effort to curb anti-Israel
protests on college campuses under Title IX [36]. Furthermore, classifications systems are often
implemented unevenly. While some U.S. states allow for non-binary genders on birth certificates
(e.g., [148]) and driver’s licenses (e.g., [33, 42]), it remains impossible to change gender markers
in other states. The debates and laws around gender classifications are still evolving. Many trans
people have criticized restrictive gender classification due to the increased likelihood trans people
will be further exposed to risky interactions with police and security officials [62, 106, 116]. Methods
of identifying and tracking marginalized people have already extended to new digital tools. Today,
we see facial analysis being deployed in similarly oppressive ways. In China, Uyghur Muslim
minorities, who are increasingly being detained in re-education camps, are subject to government
surveillance by facial classification and recognition, trained explicitly to attempt to classify and
track people who appear Uyghur [113].
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Stuart Hall gave us the lens of identification [61] through which to problematize identity classifications. To Hall, identification signifies the “process of articulation, a suturing” [61]. It can
mean an identification with (for example, a shared history) or an identification of (for example, an
assigned sex [25]). He describes the construction of identity categories within “specific modalities
of power,” for which identities like race and gender are employed for discursive means. The lens of
identification opens interesting avenues for viewing perspectives of identity as it pertains to digital
technologies. Specifically, how technologies are designed with the identification of human identity
features in mind. In this paper, we use identification to interrogate how database authors use visible
information about subjects to make determinations about race and gender. We argue that there
are historical and theoretical limitations to current database annotation approaches in machine
learning research. Through an examination of our findings, we discuss the potential for historic
identification biases to become embedded at the first step of machine learning model building: the
data it is limited to learning from.
2.2

FATE ML: Fairness, Accountability, Transparency, and Ethics in Machine Learning

Bias in technical systems results in unfair outcomes for differing people—often, for those of
marginalized race and gender identities. To address this, bias auditing and bias mitigation have
become a major focus of both computer science and HCI research. The rise of FATE (fairness,
accountability, transparency, and ethics) for AI development has yielded new insights, methods,
and frameworks for addressing issues of bias. Bias has been conceptualized in various ways by
researchers—for example, statistical bias that results in skewed results [35, 72] and representation
bias stemming from historical prejudice [69, 108]. These efforts have been fused with scholarship
from critical algorithm studies focused on identity. This is evident in Noble’s analysis of Black
women’s representations in Google search results [122] and Hamilton’s findings of the overzealous
risk scoring of women in recidivism risk algorithm, COMPAS [63]. Similarly, Obermeyer et al.
uncovered racial bias against Black patients in commercial health risk prediction algorithms, linked
to historic data about medical spending [123]; and Kay et al. found gender stereotypes about
women’s occupational roles in image search results [79].
Bias in algorithmic contexts can cause widespread, real world harm. The Future Privacy Forum
released a report categorizing the numerous harms that can result from algorithmic bias, grouped by
individual-level harms (e.g., employment discrimination) and societal-level harms (e.g., differential
access to job opportunities) [3]. Given the reality of algorithmic bias and its inevitable consequences,
scholars across disciplines have sought solutions. Machine learning researchers have proposed
numerous statistical approaches (e.g., [35]) and toolkits (e.g., [17]) for mitigating bias. As bias can
manifest in numerous ways and in numerous places within a machine learning system, many
scholars have began considering its consequences. For example, Danks and London present a
taxonomy of where algorithmic bias might appear in the pipeline in [34]: in the training data, in the
focus of the algorithm, in the processing of information, and in the use of a single algorithm from
one context to another. Hanna et al. proposed a critical race methodology for machine learning, to
better adapt to the complex realities of race [64].
Already, much research has been done to uncover bias in facial analysis systems. NIST conducted
an evaluation of face recognition in 2019, finding that recognition systems tend to perform better
on men and older people, than on women and younger people [58]. Klare et al. similarly discovered
that models performed worse on women, as well as people who are Black [84]. Buolamwini
and Gebru found that facial analysis services, like those provided by Microsoft and IBM, had
significantly higher gender misclassification rates for women with dark skin tones [24]. Further,
scholars and practitioners are questioning the underlying social and moral judgments being made
when detecting and classifying core human identities. Hamidi et al. interviewed transgender (i.e.,
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trans) individuals and found their participants were largely concerned about how facial analysis
could be used for discrimination [62]. Similarly, Scheuerman et al. found gender classification
in facial analysis consistently performed worse on trans people in comparison with cis people,
prompting a discussion on how gender is defined in gender classification models and what purpose
it serves [150].
Our study embraces previous work’s call for more nuanced examinations of fairness by starting at
the source: the data. Specifically, we interrogate the notion of race and gender classifications in image
databases as inherently and objectively classifiable, drawing connections between past technological
oppression of race and gender. Through our approach, we encourage machine learning experts to
consider critical theory, human-centered approaches, and technical histories when making presentday decisions about facial analysis tasks. We propose more rigorously documented decision-making
processes when dealing with race and gender data.
3

Background Information on Image Databases for Facial Analysis Technologies

Automated facial analysis is a subset of computer vision technology designed for the specific task
of analyzing human faces in digital images and videos. Facial analysis technologies are built using a
number of machine learning approaches (e.g., [52, 95, 158]), generally to accomplish two goals: facial
recognition and facial classification. Facial recognition, first developed in the 1960s, is designed to
match an image to a specific individual [12]. Recognition is now used by social media platforms
(e.g., Facebook’s tagging system [119]), consumer electronics (e.g., iPhone’s Apple ID [5]), and
police departments (e.g., [165]). Facial classification is designed to label specific features about a
human face. For example, the perceived gender (e.g., [136, 141, 147]) or ethnicity (e.g., [60, 100, 103])
of a face; whether the face is considered beautiful or not (e.g., [41, 170]); and even what the face
can tell us about a person’s criminality, sexuality, or intelligence (e.g., [107, 168, 173]). While facial
recognition and facial classification are separate tasks, they are both posited on successful facial
detection and feature extraction. The same software may be designed to complete both tasks (e.g.,
[101]). A simplified diagram of facial recognition and classification pipelines can be seen in Figure
1.

Fig. 1. A diagram of facial analysis tasks: one pipeline represents facial recognition,
the other facial classification. The diagram represents one simple approach; there
are numerous other approaches developers might take, including using facial
classification to aid facial recognition (e.g., [101]).

Underlying how facial analysis systems work are the databases of images and/or videos that
the systems are trained and evaluated on. Our sites of inquiry are the databases that enable the
training and evaluation of facial analysis models. Before annotation is possible, there must be data
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to be annotated. Facial data is can be collected in a number of ways. Early databases were often
constructed by recruiting individuals and collecting multiple photographs of them in a studio (e.g.,
Yale Face Database [16], FERET [75]). As databases have grown larger to meet the demands of
increasingly complex computer vision tasks, databases are now being built by scraping publicly
available image data, such as the People In Photo Albums (PIPA) database, which used Flickr images
[175]).
Posterior to data collection, the images are often annotated, or labelled, with specific information
that are then useful to facial analysis. Databases may be annotated differently depending on the
task the database was intended to be used for. For example, some databases may be annotated with
identifiable information for each individual person in an image, such as a name. Another may be
annotated with characteristic information about an individual, such as their race or gender. Annotation may be done via a number of methods. Smaller databases may be annotated by the original
creators, as can be seen in databases like Pilot Parliaments Benchmark (PPB) [24]. Increasingly,
databases are being annotated through crowdsourcing or scraping associated image information
on the web [142].
We examined image databases that are then used to train and evaluate facial analysis technologies
as a site of inquiry. Specifically, we examine the documentation of image databases to determine
how race and gender is being accounted for. We specifically analyze how race and gender are
determined and labelled by database authors. We discuss our approach to conducting this study in
the next section.
4
4.1

Methods
Researcher Positionality

Reflexivity in research practice establishes the researcher as a lens through which research is
conducted; what Attia and Edge call an “on-going mutual shaping between researcher and research”
[13]. In other words, the research is shaped by the positionality—the social and political context—of
the researcher. In alignment with the feminist practice of reflexively examining one’s relationship
to one’s research, we want to highlight how the positionality of the authors may have shaped this
work.
Our approaches to examining both gender and race are informed by our collective experience—
and many other experiences that make up our perspectives as researchers. The second author is
Black, while the remaining three authors are white. Every author has a different gender. All of the
authors are based in the United States. As such, our experiences are rooted in a Western-centric
point of view. Each author comes from a multidisciplinary background, including HCI, computer
science, psychology, gender studies, communication, and the arts. Our synthesized experiences
with critical theory, race studies, and gender studies are shaped by education (both formal and
informal) related to our U.S. nationalities. Our decision to examine computer vision practice with a
critical lens stems from our scholarly upbringings. Our privilege as academics awarded us access
to the resources to conduct this work, while our power as differentially marginalized individuals
gave us the perspective to develop our research questions and interpret our data.
4.2

Defining the Language of Analysis

Through our analysis, we discovered that different terms were being used interchangeably to
describe race. This was true for gender as well. For that reason, we will outline how we have
decided to define our use of the terms “race” and “gender” in the context of this paper. We return to
practices of defining race and gender in more depth in our Design Considerations (see section 9).
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4.2.1 Defining “Race”
Documentation of image databases often used both “ethnicity” and “race” to refer to a single concept:
an annotation based on phenotypic attributes like skin tone and facial features perceived to be
relevant to differing ancestral histories. Critical race theory and histories of racial stratification
have outlined the use of “marked difference” for making visual determinations of racial categories
[66, 93, 133], rather than traceable ancestral history. In other words, we suppose these annotations
are linked to notions of visuality of making racial determinations, rather than determinations of
ethnic origin. While critical race theory is primarily rooted in Western discourse, born of the desire
to dismantle racism and white supremacy in the United States [23], we believe it offers a lens for
critiquing the structural issues of race in globally-sourced facial analysis databases. Thus, in this
paper, we chose to embrace the focus of “race,” as defined by critical race scholarship, in the analysis
and discussion of image databases. With this in mind, we use the terms “race” and “racial.”
4.2.2 Defining Gender
Database documentation also used both “gender” and “sex” to refer to the singular concept of an
externalized gendered appearance. In this paper, we chose to use the term “gender” to refer to our
analysis and discussion of gendered presentation in image databases, aligning ourselves both with
trans scholars and concerns that the sex/gender dichotomy is often used to disavow trans identities
[29, 47, 151].
4.3

Data Collection and Cleaning

We identified relevant facial analysis databases by examining which databases are being used in
recent academic papers. We chose to identify databases used in academic papers because we could
then assume they are viewed as useful databases in facial analysis research. To do this, we first
created a corpus of 277 research papers that have studied facial analysis. To create this corpus, we
started by identifying relevant papers in both the Association for Computing Machinery Digital
Library (ACM DL) and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). We chose to use
papers published in the ACM and IEEE as they are both two of the largest associations of computing
research, and thus contain a great deal of technical research on facial analysis. We scraped 18,661
manuscripts from the ACM DL for papers using the keyword “facial recognition” using Selenium
WebDriver [126] (12/12/2019). We also downloaded 4,000 manuscripts from IEEE’s Xplore library
using the using search terms “facial recognition” and “facial classification” using IEEE’s export
functionality (12/12/2019)1 . We aggregated the two datasets from the ACM and IEEE, removing all
duplicates, resulting in 16,505 unique manuscripts.
Next, we filtered the manuscripts by “author keywords” for “facial recognition,” “face recognition,”
and “face classification” to ensure the papers were directly relevant to facial analysis research. This
resulted in 781 manuscripts. We decided to narrow our corpus to papers published within the last
five years, between 2014 and 2019, to ensure both the manageability of the corpus and the modern
relevance of the research. This left us with 277 manuscripts from which to manually identify the
use of facial analysis databases.
4.4

Identifying Image Databases

We manually coded the remaining 277 manuscripts for referenced databases. We coded any mention
of databases, including database creation, use for training, use for evaluation, and databases
referenced in literature reviews. Through this process, we identified 160 different databases. We
then manually coded each of these 160 databases for what types of media were included in each.
This process revealed 15 different types of databases: Image; Video; 3D Model; Image and Video;
1 The “export” feature can be found on the upper right hand side of the search result page of https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xplore/
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Image and Sketch; Image, Audio, and Video; Video and 3D Model; Image (Eyes); Electrocardiogram
(ECG); Audio; Image and Eyes; Image and Audio; Video and Audio; Image and 3D Model; and Image,
Sketch, and 3D Model.
Image databases were the most common media type, referenced about five times as often than
the next most popular media type, video. Accordingly, we chose to focus on image databases in our
analysis of race and gender in databases.
As we analyzed each database, we also eliminated those that did not contain human subjects
(e.g., Common Objects in Context (COCO) [97]). We also eliminated two databases for which we
could not find explanatory documentation: 5NJJ-YN63 and PCSO_LS Mugshot. Finally, we chose
to combine multiple versions of databases together for analysis, treating them as one database
(e.g., Yale and Extended Yale B [16]; faces94, faces95, faces96, and grimace [1]) unless there were
significant differences between versions (e.g., the introduction of new race and gender categories).
This resulted in a final corpus of 92 image databases. For each entry in our corpus, we analyzed
original sources such as research papers, websites, and additional supporting documentation.
4.5

Codebook for Analysis

We sought to understand what purpose race and gender were meant to serve for facial analysis
systems; which, if any, sources race and gender were built on; and what processes were used to
annotate race and gender information. In an initial review of our database sources, we noticed the
presence of this information was sporadic, at best. Thus, we developed a simple codebook that was
iteratively updated in phases to capture four aspects of the databases:
(1) Whether the database included information about race and/or gender
(2) If race/gender was defined
(3) Whether race/gender was either (1) only provided in the form a summary for the entire
database or (2) race and/or gender was annotated at the level of individual images
(4) How race/gender was annotated (when annotations were provided)
We developed this codebook to quantify trends across the databases and to focus our qualitative
investigation. We coded the databases using the available documentation about them. Documentation included original research publications, auxiliary materials, websites, posted slide decks,
and the databases themselves. The first author developed a codebook by first open-coding the
types of identities present in the corpus of databases [49]. Through regular discussion between
the first author and the fourth author, the first author went back to develop tighter codes for the
how race and gender showed up in the databases (what we refer to as “database types”) and how
those identities were explained (what we refer to as “sources” and “annotation processes”). After
finalizing this codebook, the first, second, and third authors then coded all database materials using
the codebook. All coders regularly discussed their thought processes when coding, at the end of
which the first author verified the coding of each codebook entry.
We breakdown the codebook in Table 1 in the following sections. For clarity, we provide a number
of examples of coded documentation to highlight both the diversity of ways that information was
represented across these databases, and how that information was coded.
4.5.1 Race and Gender
For each database, we coded the presence and absence of race and gender. We coded “present” if
the database contained race and/or gender. We coded “absent” if it did not.
Race: We coded race as any mention of racial categories, ethnicity, or skin color. The following
example represents a snippet we would code as containing race:
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Codebook
Concept

Code

Attributes Present

Race
Gender

Database Type

Implicit

Explicit

Source

Present

Absent

Annotation Process

Present

Absent

Description

Example

Race, ethnicity, or
skin color
Gender or sex
The database includes
race and/or gender
information in the
form of demographic
distributions
Every image in the
database is annotated
with race and/or
gender information
An explanation for
how race/gender was
defined or derived
No sources were used
to explain the
definition of
race/gender
An explanation for
how explicit
annotations were
conducted
No explanation
describing the
annotation process

Asian, white, dark
skin
Man, female
56% female and 44%
male

Images of men are
marked with an ‘M’
A formal citation
defining the selected
race classification

A description of how
race categories were
annotated by
crowdworkers

Table 1. A table showing our codebook. Every database was marked as either
Implicit, Explicit, or Neither. All databases were coded with either a 0 (absent) or 1
(present) for both gender and race.

We also manually annotated the basic attributes (gender, age (5 ranges) and race) of all
RAF faces. ... For racial distribution, there are 77% Caucasian, 8% African-American, and
15% Asian. —Real-World Affective Faces Database (RAF-DB) [94]
Gender: We coded gender as any mention of gender or sex categories (e.g., gender, sex, men,
male, etc.). We also coded proxies of gender, such as familial relationships like mother and daughter.
For example, AR Database was coded as including gender based on the following text:
Men’s image names start with an ‘M’ symbol and women’s images start with an ‘W’. —AR
Database [105]
Some databases discussed race and gender, but only in so far as to explicitly state race/gender
were not accounted for. For example:
Some questions were raised about the age, racial, and sexual distribution of the database.
However, at this stage of the program, the key issue was algorithm performance on a
database of a large number of individuals. —FERET [75]
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In these instances, we did not code the database as including race and/or gender.
4.5.2 Implicit and Explicit
We identified two ways human race and gender are included in databases. Some databases explicitly
annotate every image with race and/or gender information. Others, however, only provide race
and/or gender information in high-level descriptive statistics for the dataset as a whole. We coded
these databases as “explicit” and “implicit” respectively.
4.5.3 Source for Definition of Race/Gender
After identifying which databases included race and gender, we coded each for whether the database
provided a source for how race and/or gender were defined. We accepted both formal citations
and claimed reflexive expertise. We required the source justify the definitions of race and gender
categories. For example:
As prior work has pointed out, skin color alone is not a strong predictor of race, and
other features such as facial proportions are important [54, 78, 130, 131]. Face morphology
is also relevant for attributes such as age and gender [135]. We incorporated multiple
facial coding schemes aimed at capturing facial morphology using craniofacial features
[45, 46, 135]. —IBM Diversity in Faces (DiF) [109]2
4.5.4 Annotation Practices
Finally, we coded each explicit database for explanations of how the authors conducted annotations.
Our criteria was some form of explanation to how race and/or gender was explicitly annotated. For
example, if the authors explained that they visually evaluated each image to make a determination
about a race classification:
Demographics for the 10k US Adult Faces Database were determined by an Amazon
Mechanical Turk demographics study involving 12 workers per face. Amazon Mechanical
Turk worker demographics were assembled from demographics surveys attached to the
main tasks of Experiments 1 and 2. —10k US Adult Faces [15]
Based on an analysis of the coded databases, we present our findings in three sections: (1) the
purpose and intended use of databases (see section 5); (2) the implicit race and gender features
found in databases (see section 6); and (3) the explicit annotations of race and gender found in
databases (see section 7).
4.6

Public Availability of Our Dataset

Given that the image databases are publicly available for academic use, we felt it was ethically
responsible to publish the corpus of databases examined in this study for the benefit of other
researchers, engineers, and the public. We have created an open access spreadsheet of the 92
databases (and associated versions) examined in this paper. This spreadsheet contains our codebook,
including tabs for databases we classified as “implicit” and “explicit.” We included the titles of original
research papers, links to their Google Scholar entries, and the number of citations at the time of
data collection. We also included quotes relevant to how race/gender are defined, sourced, and
annotated, when available.
We encourage other researchers to use our dataset for additional research and to add new database
entries. The dataset is available for download using the following DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3735400
2 Note:

paper.

Numbered citations in quotes throughout this paper has been altered to map to the correct references in the current
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5

Contextualizing Race and Gender by Understanding the Intended Purpose of
Databases
Image databases serve as an important resource for facial analysis research. Each time a new
database is released, the authors are looking to fulfill some need within this community. We
observed numerous justifications for the creation of new databases. For example, many databases
were looking to continuously expand the number of individual faces available within a single
database. We observed three major categories for which image databases were intended to be used
for: (1) individual face recognition and verification; (2) image labeling and classification; and (3) for
diverse training and evaluation. In these three categories, race and gender were included—or not
included—for different reasons. Understanding these reasons contextualizes why we see race and
gender manifest in both implicit and explicit ways.
5.1

Face Recognition and Verification

A great deal of database authors described the utility of their database for individual face recognition
and verification tasks—that is, tasks meant to match a single individual to a database of images.
Race and gender were often implicit in these recognition databases. It is likely that many database
authors did not view explicitly annotated information as relevant to the task of face recognition.
Matching a single face to a single identity is often viewed as an individual-level task, not requiring
additional labels beyond a unique identifier (e.g., a subject’s name, a number ID). However, some
databases did include race and gender information—typically, along with other attributes like age
and facial expressions. These often described the inclusion of such information for the sake of more
expansive, more various data. Motivations for variety, however, are not necessarily the same as
improving demographic diversity. Databases which sought to increase variety did not mention
diversity as a motivation for identity information.
5.2

Image Labeling and Classification

Some databases were meant to aid with image labeling and classification—the assignment of labels
to an image based on a database of images with annotations. Explicit race and gender annotations
were common in such databases and were used to train a system to classify those annotated race and
gender categories. While race and gender classification literature did not make up the majority of
our original corpus, databases like Cohn-Kanade (CK) [77] (which did not have explicit annotations)
were still used for identity classification tasks (e.g., [11]), suggesting a gap between the intended
and actual use of this database.
5.3

Diverse Training and Evaluation

A number of image databases were created to improve the diversity of available faces for training
and evaluation, and thus, ideally, mitigate potential representation biases within facial analysis
models (e.g., DiF [109], PPB [24]). Such databases were looking to improve conditions for both
face recognition and image labeling tasks, but their explicit contribution to the field is motivated
by addressing known biases and underrepresentation, allowing for systems to recognize a wider
variety of human faces and identity attributes. We saw that most databases utilized gender as a
means to “balance” racial diversity—that is, to ensure there are an comparative number of women of
a certain race to the number of men of a certain race. Explicit race and gender annotations may or
may not be present in databases created for diversity—some chose to provide implicit demographic
distribution information instead. Implicit demographic distributions still described the diversity of
people represented in a database, while explicit annotations of that diversity could also allow for
improved image classifications.
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Implicit Features

Approximately 64% (n=59) of the 92 image databases we coded did not contain explicit annotations.
About 37% (n=34) contained no information about race or gender whatsoever (see Table 2). Approximately 27% (n=25) databases contained implicit information about race and/or gender in the
form of demographic distributions. These implicit databases contained descriptive statistics about
the race and/or gender of the people featured in the database, but did not annotate that information for each image in the database. Only 4% (n=1) database with implicit data included source
information for where demographic categories came from. The other 96% (n=24) databases did
not contain any source information underlying demographic descriptions; we generally assumed
that the database authors gathered this information directly from subjects or determined subject
race/gender themselves.
6.1

Types of Race and Gender Categories

Demographic descriptions manifested semantically in numerous ways. We observed both “gender”
(e.g., CASIA-WEBFACE [174]) and “sex” (e.g., NUAA Photograph Imposter Database [160]), as
well as both being used interchangeably to refer to the same concept (e.g., HRT Transgender
Face Database [102]). Similarly, we observed “race” (e.g., Sheffield (previously UMIST) [57]) and
“ethnicity” (e.g., VGGFace2 [26]), as well as both being used interchangeably (e.g., CMU Pose,
Illumination, and Expression (CMU PIE) [155], Compound Facial Expressions of Emotion (CFEE)
[39]). Underlying these concepts, we also observed numerous instances of categorical labels. For
example, CFEE stated:
A total of 230 human subjects (130 females; mean age 23; SD 6) were recruited from the
university area, receiving a small monetary reward for participating. Most ethnicities
and races were included, and Caucasian, Asian, African American, and Hispanic are
represented in the database. —CFEE [39]
In this instance, “female” is used as a default gender, implying there must be another gender
accounted for in the demographic distribution (most likely “male,” given binary trends). “Most
ethnicities and races” also similarly insinuates some races are not accounted for, but the authors
believe their subject pool accounts for “most” of them. We also found some troubling descriptions,
which relied on otherwise criticized or contentious terminology. One of these was in the documentation of the now unavailable Microsoft Celeb (MS-CELEB-1M) [59], which employed the categories
“Caucasian,” “Mongoloid,” and “Negroid.” The authors refer to these terms as encompassing “all the
major races in the world” [59]. It is possible the use of such terms are tied to historic scientific uses
of the term to describe physiological differences between races; however, this was the only facial

Race and Gender Representation in Image Database Corpus
Implicit Data
Explicit Annotations
Neither
Race

35.9% (33)
Gender

Both

27.2% (25)

45.5% (15 of 33)

100% (33 of 33)

45.5% (15 of 33)

36.9% (34)

Table 2. The number of databases that contained (1) explicit annotations; (2)
implicit demographic information; or (3) neither explicit or implicit race and
gender information. Each count is out of 92 total image databases.
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analysis database we saw use this term, indicating it is likely uncommon in computer vision literature. Such descriptions imply author determinations tied to cultural notions about race. Further,
MS-CELEB-1M did not provide detailed distributions of these categories, stating:
The diversity (gender, age, profession, race, nationality) of our celebrity list is guaranteed
by the large scale of our dataset. —MS-CELEB-1M [59]
Other databases also claimed to include different genders and races, but did not describe what
terms or categories they used. For example, the authors of NUAA wrote in their publication, “Note
that [the database] contains various appearance changes commonly encountered by a face recognition
system (e.g., sex, illumination, with/without glasses)” [160]. However, they did not describe what
“sex” looked like in the database.
6.2

Sources for Race and Gender Categories

The only database to contain source material for implicit demographic information was VGGFace2.
The authors describe using Freebase knowledge graph to determine the “attribute information such
as ethnicity” for the images of IMDB celebrities in their database [26].
Other databases, which we might expect to contain source material based on the outlined
methodology, did not. For example, although the Facial Expression Recognition 2013 (FER-2013)
Database described using Google search with keywords, they did not describe the process they
undertook to define the keywords [111]. So although they stated that “keywords were combined
with words related to gender, age or ethnicity” [111], it is impossible to tell how the keywords
were determined. Similarly, the HRT Database contained no source material on trans people in
their definition of transgender as “someone who under goes a gender transformation via hormone
replacement therapy; that is, a male becomes a female by suppressing natural testosterone production
and exogenously increasing estrogen” [102].
6.3

Choosing Implicit Demographics over Explicit Annotations

As we reported in Section 5, databases meant for facial recognition and verification often do not
need explicit race or gender annotations to function for their intended purpose, even when they
sought to improve diversity. Even databases, which were built specifically in response to human
characteristics, did not contain annotations. For example, the HRT Database, which was created for
the purpose of identifying individuals across gender transition, was not annotated with gender
information about individuals. The HRT Database was particularly unique in comparison to other
databases in its treatment of “gender” and “sex.” It was also the only database which discussed
transgender identities:
Gender transformation occurs by down selecting the natural sex hormone of a person in
replacement for its opposite. This is known medically as hormone replacement therapy;
however, more broadly this can be described as hormone alteration or medical alteration.
—HRT Database [102]
In the HRT Database, transgender faces are problematized for recognition and verification tasks.
Gender presentation is thus described not as an identity, but rather a challenge to facial analysis
systems.
Often, individual subjects in the database were documented by race and gender to such a degree
that descriptive statistics were possible, yet that documentation was never translated into explicit
annotations. The NimStim Set of Facial Expressions Database, which also did not explicitly annotate
race, but included demographic information in its documentation, stated:
A number of features of the set are advantageous for researchers who study face expression
processing. Perhaps the most important is the racial diversity of the actors. Studies often
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show that the race or ethnicity of a model impacts face processing both behaviorally and
in terms of the underlying neurobiology of face processing. This modulation by race or
ethnicity is not identified for all populations and may be driven by experience and bias.
—NimStim [163]
The above snippet outlines the reasoning for why NimStim authors intentionally included
individuals of multiple racial categories into their database, despite not annotating those features:
to improve accuracy and precision for facial recognition tasks. It is possible racial categories were
not explicitly annotated, because the authors did not find that information relevant to recognition.
FERET, one of the oldest databases, dated to 1993, was the only database we found to provide
reasoning for the lack of annotations. On their website, they wrote:
Some questions were raised about the age, racial, and sexual distribution of the database.
However, at this stage of the program, the key issue was algorithm performance on a
database of a large number of individuals. —FERET [2]
We also witnessed an interesting example of identity-specific licensing agreements in the Iranian
Face Database (IFDB), which prohibited the use of women’s images in publication. They stated:
Some female’s images are also provided in this database. These images will never appear
in any document of any form. —IFDB [121]
IFDB was interesting in this regard, as they displayed some concern over the misuse of women’s
images by third-party researchers and commercial interests. However, their approach to choosing
implicit demographic labels of gender also leave the gender of each image up to interpretation
from those same third parties. We return to the concept of identity-specific licensing in the Design
Considerations (see section 9).
Some databases would include explicit annotations for one feature but not another. For CMU
PIE, which included “sex” but did not include race, they also stated: “At the time of writing, we have
not decided whether or not to include the “race” or “ethnicity” of the subjects in the personal attributes”
[155]. The authors did not detail why they had not decided to include race in their annotations. We
rarely found explanations about why demographics were included, or not included, annotated, or
not annotated.
We did observe instances of third-party researchers annotating databases which originally did
not contain explicitly annotated features. For example, Afifi et al. annotated gender for Labelled
Faces in the Wild (LFW) [7]. While we did not include third-party annotations of databases in our
official analysis, we return to them in the Design Considerations (see section 9).
7

Explicit Features

As shown in Table 2, approximately 36% (n=33) of the 92 databases we analyzed included explicit
annotations—either of race or of gender, or of both. About 45% (n=15) of the 33 databases with
explicit features included explicit race annotations, while 100% of the 33 databases with explicit
annotations included explicit gender annotations.
Of the databases annotated explicitly with racial features, none of the databases with race
annotations contained only sources (with no annotation information) for how racial determinations
were made; 20% (n=3 of all databases with race annotations) contained explanations for how
annotation practices were conducted, but no sources; and 20% (n=3) contained both sources and
annotation documentation (see Table 3).
Similarly, no databases contained sources without descriptions of the annotation process for
gender (of all databases with gender annotations); 6% (n=2) contained descriptions of the annotation
process by which images were labelled with gender; 6% (n=2) contained both a source and a
description of the annotation process: IBM DiF and PPB. For both race and gender, the databases
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which provided sources and/or descriptions of the annotation processes did so with varying levels
of rigor. We further illustrate the observed source material and annotation documentation in our
database corpus in the following sections.
7.1

Explicit Race Annotations

7.1.1 Types of Race Categories
Like we found in implicit demographic descriptions, race varied widely across the image databases
we analyzed. Once more the concept of race was visually described using numerous concepts, like
“race” (e.g., MORPH (I & II) [138], Sheffield) and “ethnicity” (e.g., Annotated Facial Landmarks in
the Wild (AFLW) [85], FER-2013) and “skin type” (e.g., PPB) or “skin color” (e.g., IBM DiF). Also
like with implicit results, we once more observed numerous instances of categorical labels. For
example, Radboud Faces Database (RAFD) contained only two racial categories: “Caucasian” and
“Moroccan” [91]. Such categories seem more explicitly tied to origin, than visual characteristics
of race; yet, their annotations imply visually determinable information. PUBFIG employed four
categories: “White,” “Asian,” “Black,” and “Indian” [87]. PUBFIG’s categories seem to be determined
by visual racial categories, like white, as well as notions of origin, like Indian. We also found that
“other” was sometimes utilized as a category (n=3; MORPH-II, KINFACEW, 10K US Adult Faces).
7.1.2 Sources and Annotation Processes for Race Categories
The authors of the 10K US Adult Faces Database defined their racial categories as “White,” “Black,”
“Hispanic,” “East Asian,” “South Asian,” “Middle Eastern,” and “other.” They explain that they sourced
these categories from “common” Amazon Mechanical Turk demographics found in experiments
they conducted with Mechanical Turk workers. They compare the demographics of the workers
and their database to the United States Census:
Demographics for the 10k US Adult Faces Database were determined by an Amazon
Mechanical Turk demographics study involving 12 workers per face. Amazon Mechanical
Turk worker demographics were assembled from demographics surveys attached to the
main tasks of Experiments 1 and 2 ... The 1990 U.S. Census asks about Hispanic origin as
a separate question from race, so there is likely overlap with other races. —10K US Adult
Faces [15]
The U.S. Census categories and the selected 10K US Adult Faces Categories do not perfectly align
in the paper, making it difficult for readers to discern what decisions were made in collapsing “East
Asian,” “South Asian,” and “Middle Eastern” into simpler categories. Presumably, these categories
were used to pre-define their annotation guidelines, which were also conducted using Mechanical
Turk. The authors describe the process for which workers were asked to annotate relevant facial
attributes:
To collect the facial attributes, we conducted a separate AMT survey similar to [88],
where each of the 2222 face photographs was annotated by twelve different workers on 19
demographic and facial attributes of relevance for face memorability and face modification.
We collected a variety of attributes including demographics such as gender, race and age,
physical attributes such as attractiveness, facial hair and make up, and social attributes
such as emotional magnitude and friendliness. —10K US Adult Faces [82]
The PPB database was the first database to explicitly annotate skin tone as a proxy for race,
annotating images with two different skin tones: darker and lighter. They explain their decision to
use skin tone due to the instability of racial categories:
Since race and ethnic labels are unstable, we decided to use skin type as a more visually
precise label to measure dataset diversity. Skin type is one phenotypic attribute that can be
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Sources and Annotation Descriptions in Explicit Databases
Gender
Race
Source
Annotation Description
Both Source & Annotation Description
Total # Databases with
Source/Annotations Description

0%
20% (3 of 15)
20% (3 of 15)

0%
6% (2 of 33)
6% (2 of 33)

40% (6 of 15)

12% (4 of 33)

Table 3. The above table shows a count of sources and annotations descriptions in
explicitly annotated databases. Only 2 databases—DiF and PPB—contained both
sources and annotation explanations for both race and gender.

used to more objectively characterize datasets along with eye and nose shapes. Furthermore,
skin type was chosen as a phenotypic factor of interest because default camera settings are
calibrated to expose lighter-skinned individuals [145]... By labeling faces with skin type,
we can increase our understanding of performance on this important phenotypic attribute.
—PPB [24]
PPB uses the Fitzpatrick skin type scale as both a source of categorizing and a guide for annotation
[24]. In their annotation practice, they apply the Fitzpatrick scale to each image in their database.
The authors write:
For the new parliamentarian benchmark, 3 annotators including the authors provided gender and Fitzpatrick labels. A board-certified surgical dermatologist provided the definitive
labels for the Fitzpatrick skin type. —PPB [24]
IBM DiF was the only database which attempted to conceptualize race using multiple phenotypic
categories. They employed both skin color and numerous facial coding schemes to determine racial
annotations. They derive diverse racial categories from multiple sources: skin tone from Chardon
et al. [28]; craniofacial distance from Farkas et al. [46]; and craniofacial ratios from [98]. Like PPB,
these different sources also drove the annotation process:
As prior work has pointed out, skin color alone is not a strong predictor of race, and
other features such as facial proportions are important [50, 54, 130, 131]. Face morphology
is also relevant for attributes such as age and gender [135]. We incorporated multiple
facial coding schemes aimed at capturing facial morphology using craniofacial features
[45, 46, 135]. —IBM DiF [109]
Not all databases which provided annotation information also provided source information.
The photos making up MORPH are taken from public records, but they do not describe where
they source their concepts of race from. The authors of the MORPH database described their race
annotation process in auxiliary materials. The authors, who conducted the annotation, evaluated
images of those determined to have “inconsistent race” on a case-by-case basis:
Each of the 33 people with inconsistent race was evaluated on a case by case basis. A final
decision was made according to one of the following criteria:
• Simple Majority: All images for a given person were assigned the race that appeared at
least 50% of the time.
• Visual Estimation: Each person’s images were inspected one at a time. We decided the
race only if there was a wide consensus among our team members.
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• Other: For some people (e.g. [sic] those of mixed race) it was difficult to guess their race
from the photos, and there was substantial variation in the original dataset. We set the
race of all images to Other. —MORPH [19]
From this description, we can only assume the MORPH authors made subjective decisions about
each “inconsistent race” image based on their own perceptions about what race should look like.
While this approach is presumably true for many databases with annotated race characteristics, it
is made apparent through MORPH’s description of their consensus-driven approach.
7.2

Explicit Gender Annotations

7.2.1 Types of Gender Categories
In all gender annotations, gender was only categorized in two ways: “gender” (e.g., LFW, CMU
PIE) and “sex” (e.g., NUAA). Similarly, categorical variables took two variations: “male/female” or
“man/woman.” The majority of the databases used the same schema as CAS-PEAL: “male” and
“female” [51]. AR Database annotated each image with an “M” to indicate men and a “W” to indicate
woman [105]. We also determined proxies for gender to be explicit gender labels. For example,
FAMILY101 used the labels “son,” “daughter,” “father,” “mother,” “wife,” and “husband” [44]. These
annotations could also easily be used for gender classification tasks, thus we determined them to
be gender annotations.
A particularly interesting example was PUBFIG, which had two gendered annotations: “male”
and “attractive woman,” of which there was no associated “female” [87]. The absence of annotations
for “female” or “attractive man”, however, highlights the culturally-situated values around gender
that can emerge within an annotation schema (c.f., [150]).
Given previous literature documenting that automated gender classification only exists as a
binary [80, 150], we were not surprised to find almost all databases used only two categories that
equated to “male” and “female”. The only outlier in this regard was RAF-DB, which contained “5%
remains unsure” in their description of gender annotations [94]. While “unsure” still insinuates
the individuals in the database should fit into the gender binary, it showcases something beyond
“male” and “female.” Overall, the following section focuses primarily on how gender categories
were determined and how the process of labeling them was discussed.
7.2.2 Sources and Annotation Processes for Gender Categories
Two databases described the annotation process they used to apply gender labels. PUBFIG, which
used the labels “man” and “attractive woman,” used Amazon Mechanical Turk to crowdsource
gender labels:
Each job was submitted to 3 different workers and only labels where all 3 people agreed
were used. In this way, we collected over 125,000 confirmed labels over the course of a
month... —PUBFIG [87]
FAMILY101, which uses gendered labels to describe family members (e.g., son, daughter), used
a similar process. The authors selected pre-determined celebrity families, then asked the crowdworkers to find specific images of those families [44]. Other databases used web-based information
to determine gender labels. For example, Indian Movie Face Database used IMBD to annotate for
the gender of different actors and actresses [153]. However, it is notable that none of the above
databases provided sources for how they defined gender for the purposes of annotation.
Only two databases included source information justifying their gender annotation categories:
PPB and IBM DiF. These databases also happened to be the only two detailing their gender annotation process. PPB, employed binary “male” and “female” labels, explained their choice in [24]. The
authors wrote: “In this work we use the sex labels of ‘male’ and ‘female’ to define gender classes since
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the evaluated benchmarks and classification systems use these binary labels” [24]. PPB used existing
database literature to source their binary gender category selection. The authors describe using a
combination of “the name of the parliamentarian, gendered title, prefixes such as Mr [sic] or Ms [sic],
and the appearance of the photo” to label gender for each image [24].
IBM DiF happened to be the only database which incorporated gender into a “facial coding
schema” based on sourced craniological features. They reference Rothe et al. [146] as driving their
coding scheme for gender. They also describe multiple approaches for annotating gender. In one
step, they used automated gender estimation as described in [146]. In another step, they employed
human labelers using the crowdsourcing platform Figure Eight. All of the coding schemes, including
both automated gender classification and human labeling, are available for each image.
Both PPB and DiF explicitly describe the binary gender annotations in their respective databases
as a limitation. The authors of IBM DiF wrote:
Note also that the gender categorization in Table 3, as in much of the prior work, uses
a binary system for gender classification that corresponds to biological sex – male and
female. However, different interpretations of gender in practice can include biological
gender, psychological gender and social gender roles. As with race and ethnicity, oversimplification of gender by imposing an incomplete system of categorization can result in
face recognition technologies that do not work fairly for all of us. —IBM DiF [109]
DiF tried to mitigate the binary effect by using an average score of 0 to 1 for each image to “to
predict a continuous value score for gender between 0 and 1, and not just report a binary output” [109].
However, they also used a “male” versus “female” scale for subjective human-labeled annotations.
8
8.1

Discussion
Moments of Identification: A Machine Learning Approach to Human Identity

Human identity characteristics have become increasingly operationalized and scrutinized within
machine learning literature. On one hand, there are attempts to classify attributes like ethnicity
[60, 100, 103] and gender [136, 141, 147]. On the other, there are growing concerns about how
identity is being represented [18, 80, 150], whether it is fair [58, 108, 134], and what the outcomes
are when it is not [14, 122, 157]. Underlying these concerns are the massive amounts of data that
machine learning models require for their training and evaluation. For facial analysis models, in
particular, this data must contain visual information about human faces. Thus, we see database
authors primarily relying on moments of identification [61], using the visible, external appearances
of faces to make determinations about race and gender. Yet, the nature of identity is shaped by both
cultural and historical factors; it is sociohistorical. This nature reveals challenges to assumptions
that racial and gender categories throughout these databases are objective in the first place. Given
the lack of engagement with sociohistorical theory or deeper notions of invisible, internal race and
gender identities, we thus observed race and gender categories—that are socially and historically
complex—portrayed as obvious, static, and apolitical.
Underlying the three purposes of image databases—recognition, classification, and image diversity—
is the utility, reliability, and accuracy of the ground truth data provided. We observed very few
instances where database authors documented how they determined information about race and
gender in facial images. However, we observed extensive documentation by database authors on
the mechanics of lighting, image quality, and camera angles. Such mechanics are generally rooted
in agreed upon standards. For example, no one is disputing that angles exist on a 360 degree plane.
The lack of similar engagement with ground truth race and gender data undermined the very
purpose of image databases to be usable, reliable, and accurate.
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Yet, considering the sociohistorical nature of these categories, standardization and benchmarking
remains challenging, if not impossible. Race on the one hand demonstrates the challenges when
there is a lack of agreed upon standards. However, in contrast, gender shows how even when there
is an agreed upon standard, it can be problematic for sociohistorical identity attributes. Instead of
aiming for objective standards for classifying race and gender, clear documentation of the tradeoffs
and decisions would be a more reasonable and effective approach.
When we examined race, we quickly saw the notion of objectivity degrade. We observed inconsistent practices for identifying race categories, which was otherwise portrayed as objective or
obvious. When it came to race, we saw disparate schemas for classifying race and ethnicity. We
observed notions of visible race markers (e.g., “Black”) and notions of origin (e.g., “Moroccan”),
as seen in RAFD [91]). Such inconsistency actually revealed the inherently subjective nature of
identifying race from images, and therefore the apparent lack of a benchmark standard as seen in
measuring camera angles.
Gender was somewhat opposite compared to race. There is a longstanding practice in database
construction to adopt a physiological binary perspective of “male” and “female.” We did observe a
small number of recent and emerging efforts to address documentation of race and gender in image
databases—in particular, with PPB [24] and IBM DiF [109]. Both databases justified their decisions
about the race and gender categories they chose and provided explanations about how they went
about annotating them. They also weighed the benefits and tradeoffs of various approaches, as seen
in their discussions on the limitations of binary gender categories. However, their different schemas
highlight the lack of a shared standard for (in this case) race. The complexity they detail in arriving
at their classification, however, further highlights the situatedness of sociohistorical attributes,
and the need for better guidelines around how to produce such datasets, and what contextual
constraints (e.g., cultural context, time, etc.) should be considered when using them. Yet, authors
of newer databases (i.e., DiF and PPB) have begun to question how gender is typically viewed
in machine learning, even if they have not figured out ways to annotate images beyond it. HCI
researchers have also criticized its erasure of trans experiences (e.g., [62, 80, 150]). These criticisms
highlight a gap between facial analysis databases and the social realities they are attempting to
capture. It may not be possible, or desirable, to develop a shared standard.
When the nature of identity attributes are approached as “common sense,” this may also lead to
their portrayal as something neutral, objective, obvious, or even irrelevant. As the classifications of
race and gender in these databases become folded into actual facial analysis systems, potentials
for assessing the impact of classification decisions become increasingly opaque. As other scholars
have noted, continuing to embed such limited perspectives into technical systems has the potential
to reinforce harmful historical practices of exclusion [14, 80, 150] and even fortify pseudoscientific
practices of asserting invisible internal characteristics from visible identifications, like physiognomy
[8, 166].
While the sociohistorical nature of race and gender make straightforward and universal database
construction unreasonable, these limitations highlight the importance of entirely new lines of
scholarship in computer vision addressing how race and gender are encoded into our systems.
Specifically, we suggest that facial analysis researchers embrace two practices for situating their
databases: (1) embracing positionality; and (2) adopting a sociohistorical perspective when making
decisions around classifications of race and gender. In the rest of this section, we provide more
details specific to race and gender and then concrete examples as to how researchers may adopt
these practices in the Design Considerations (see section 9).
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Positionality: Author and Annotator Classifications of Race and Gender

When annotating image databases, identification was often conducted through an analysis of
the visible characteristics of a subject—usually by an author or a crowdworker. Of the databases
which did not provide this information, we can assume that race and gender categories are also
assigned primarily by visually assessing each image or subject in a database. Through the work
of Stuart Hall, we see these as moments of identification, the situated construction of identity
categories, to include or exclude specific groups of people [61]. Importantly, identifications of race
and gender is conducted through the lens of the person doing the identifying and is situated with
“specific modalities of power” [61]. Identification is colored by one’s experiences, interpretations, and
perspectives. Without a doubt, the differing perspectives of database authors are why we observed
such a wide variety of taxonomies in our data—“gender” versus “sex,” and “ethnicity” versus “race.”
These categories are “constructed within, not outside, discourse... in specific historical and institutional sites within specific discursive formations and practices” [61]. We see in current database
practices the collapsing of human identity—which consists of both visible external and invisible
internal aspects—into solely the visible. For example, visible gender expression is being used as
a proxy for internal gender identity. Beyond the general lack of source material and annotation
descriptions in databases, we also observed a lack of acknowledgment of external identification
as a subjective process, informed by one’s own position and perspective in shaping race and
gender categories. Without understanding the position of the author or annotator, the collapse
of subject identity is made to appear neutral or objective. Statements like “most ethnicities and
races were included” (CFEE [39]) and “the diversity ... is guaranteed by the large scale of our dataset”
(MS-CELEB-1M [59]) are written into database documentation as if the comprehensive diversity of
race is objectively possible.
Due to vague documentation, it was also not apparent what visible markers were most salient
when authors or annotators were making race and gender determinations. The physical embodiment
of identity manifests in numerous ways, both physiological—like skin color, face shape, body type—
and expression—like clothing, makeup, and mannerisms. Such visible embodiment is crucial to
identity, but it is also not always as simple and static as portrayed in the neutral and unexplained
language of most database documentation. It is intertwined with social, cultural, and historical
aspects of gender and race—the otherwise invisible aspects of identity. Prior scholars have critiqued
the collapse of both the visible and the invisible. For example, Scheuerman et al. assessed the
binary output of commercial gender classification systems, noting that, in facial analysis software,
“presentation equals gender” [150]. We saw the “objective” portrayal of visible identifications fall
apart in cases like MORPH, where the authors described the difficulty “to guess [some subjects’] race
from the photos” [19]. As facial technologies are often deployed beyond the locale they were initially
developed in—often even globally—they enact forms of identification that do not necessarily align
with the cultural reality of race and gender of other cultures and histories. Further, they do provide
any methods for ensuring that they do align with localized cultures and histories.
The practice of embracing positionality and acknowledging one’s perspective as a researcher
has been a longstanding practice in feminist epistemologies (e.g., [13, 43, 144]). Positioning race
and gender classifications within a discipline, a theory, a history, or one’s self would increase the
transparency and utility of the database itself. The practice is meant to inform others of the context
the research was conducted in and instill trust in the researcher’s perspective. In detailing the
subjective perspective of identifying race and gender features in images, database authors would
make their decisions more transparent to potential users of their databases. This would also allow
third-parties to better understand how the database might fit their specific use case. We discuss
one approach for doing this in Section 9.1.1.
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8.3

Sociohistorical Sourcing: Tying Historical Approaches of Race and Gender
Identification to Database Documentation
Identification in technical systems has spanned centuries and geographies. Race and gender have
largely been defined by visible markers of difference. These differences have then been encoded into
numerous technical systems of identification. Given that the premise of facial analysis databases
is to enact moments of identification based on the visible features of people, it is imperative that
we understand how race and gender have been operationalized in technical infrastructures that
predate machine learning. After all, categories like “Negroid,” “Black,” and “African American” hail
from historically evolving notions of both the physicality of race and countries of origin [66, 159];
categories like “male” and “female” have largely been derived from historically entrenched notions
of biological sex that erase trans realities [80, 150] while producing normative cisgender ones [25].
This is particularly important given the necessity of incorporating race and gender into system
design for mitigating bias and ensuring equal representation of marginalized groups [30, 90, 124].
In order to understand the potential misuse of classifications in facial analysis technologies, we
review how race and gender identifications have been used to enact discriminatory political actions.
For race, we discuss the evolution of the Census in the United States [156] and the sordid practice
of physiognomy [86]. For gender, we observe an ongoing battle with gender classification schemas
in the trans rights movement [89, 118]. We review these examples, connecting them with what we
observed in the identification practices in image databases. Our goal in drawing these connections
is to ensure facial analysis research avoids replicating problematic practices, and mitigates the
creation of technical systems that repeat unjust histories.
8.3.1 Histories of Race Identification Embedded into Databases
Some databases in our findings utilized U.S. Census categories for their definitions of race; however,
none engaged with how Census categories have been used to count and erase certain people from
political participation. This history is crucial to the evolution of the Census categories in the first
place. The initial classification of race only had two distinctions—free or slave—which then evolved
into the first census groups: European, African, and Native American [132]. Even now, the Census
is constantly evolving alongside shifting political agendas and social change. Who gets recognized
on the Census determines who is literally counted. Alongside Census-informed categories, we also
observed classifications for “Other,” which otherwise erase the racial identities of non-classifiable
subjects.
Embedding terms like “Negroid” and “Mongoloid” into database documentation, which have
associations with histories of scientific racism based on such visible differences [114, 159], insinuates
a lack of understanding of categorical oppression. We observed some databases attempting to move
away from politicized racial categories, as found in the census, to more static notions of racial
affinity: visible skin tone and facial morphology. This form of identification potentially allows
for more accurate categorizations of people than subjective racial categories. However, there are
tensions between more accurate measurements and the historical practice of physiognomy: the
procedure of asserting one’s internal character from visible racial and ethnic characteristics. For
example, both the segregation in Apartheid South Africa [22] and the extermination of Tutsi people
in the Rwandan genocide were based on racial difference through the selected codification of cranial
features [86]. Such tensions—between attempts to more objectively increase image diversity and
histories of scientific racism—are problematic to actually address. Explanation for choosing to rely
on visible difference would help make author intent visible to third-parties.
Beyond critically rethinking when and how to incorporate race categories into databases, we
further encourage critical question as to how those categories may be used in working facial
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analysis technologies. As we discussed in the related work, annotations of race and gender can aid
the classification of minorities, making it easier to track them using facial analysis.
While we encourage thoughtful inclusion of racial diversity into databases, we caution database
authors to consider potential physiognomic ties and oppressive outcomes that might result from operationalizing race; we discuss opportunities for mitigating such uses in the Design Considerations
( 9).
8.3.2 Histories of Gender Identification Embedded into Databases
Like past researchers have discussed of facial analysis outputs [150], the identification of gender
in image databases can reify notions of gender as binary, visible, and obvious. We also observed
notions of gender tied to archaic notions of women’s appearances. Categories like “attractive woman”
(PUBFIG) places additional weight on the visibility of images of women subjects, emphasizing
beauty standards that are more often applied to women than men [129]. Such perspectives sit in
direct opposition of trans activists, as well as feminist scholarship that seeks to imagine gender
as an internal, social, and cultural phenomenon [25]. Trans rights movements have been built on
fighting restrictive gender markers on government documentation. Mismatches between identity
documents can restrict movement between countries [32, 73]; result in differential healthcare
access, particularly due to gendered insurance restrictions [81]; and may result in concerning and
risky encounters with police and other officials [116, 120]. Yet legal documentation has changed in
response to trans movements. For example, non-binary options are becoming increasingly available
in certain U.S. states (e.g., Colorado driver’s licenses [42]).
Much like with race, such shifts also showcase the fluid and political nature of gender identification. Moreover, they show the mismatch between the standards being employed for gender in
databases with the changing standards of gender in other technical systems. The choices authors
embrace when making gender identifications necessitate a thoughtful questioning of the role
a database will play when incorporated into working facial analysis systems. Like race, gender
should be handled with care when operationalized into databases; in particular, we encourage more
nuanced ways of representing gender that neither exclude trans identities nor put them at risk.
Given the replication of historical race and gender categories in databases, and their generalizability for uses in unforeseeable large-scale systems, researchers must critically imagine potential
misuses. Such imagination is necessary; research has shown that the omission of explicit consideration of race and gender results in disparities (e.g., [30, 90, 124]), and thus, race is still a necessary
construct to consider when building databases for machine learning systems. Examining sociohistorical identifications gives researchers the tools to do just that. Given the historical mistreatment of
race and gender reviewed in this section, we encourage computer vision researchers to begin incorporating historical perspectives into their documentation. The status quo of database construction
and annotation disservices computer vision research. We seek to envision new, human-centered
lines of scholarship aimed at capturing the invisible, internal aspects of identity.
9

Design Considerations

We found that there is a general lack of documentation for how race and gender categories are
designed and annotated in training and evaluation databases for facial analysis technologies. This
finding exposes numerous opportunities. Specifically, there are abundant opportunities to address
the two main issues in the previous sections: to provide clear documentation that addresses both
(1) the positionality of the authors and annotations and (2) the sociohistorical context of race and
gender categories. We then provide three additional design considerations: (1) revisit, revise, or
retract existing image databases; (2) creatively incorporate “invisible” aspects of identity; and (3)
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explicitly define identity-specific limitations of use. In this section, we detail these five interventions
towards promoting growth in the field of computer vision, and machine learning broadly.
9.1

Provide clear and transparent documentation of race and gender that includes
positionality and sociohistorical context

We urge database authors to provide more rigorous documentation about their database creation
processes. First, they should expound on the decisions they make to include and exclude certain races
and genders in their databases. Second, they should describe how they are defining race and gender.
Third, they should write rich descriptions of how they annotate race and gender information. For
example, whether they annotated images based on based on participant self-identification or based
on appearance. They should also provide any guidelines they follow for conducting annotations. For
example, what features made an annotator label an image with “woman.” Providing documentation
on these decision-making processes would make databases more transparent, and thus more usable
to third-parties.
9.1.1 Embrace positionality
As race and gender are sociohistorically situated, so too are the perceptions authors and annotators
introduce into databases. Including the perspectives, training, and identities authors and annotators
bring to image databases would increase the level of transparency currently absent in decisionmaking processes. Knowing the demographic distribution of authors and annotators is just as
useful as knowing the demographic distribution of subjects in the database. There is detailed
precedent in other fields for including positionality statements in research. Sociology, anthropology,
and increasingly HCI introduce positionality (or reflexivity) into research to ground the choices
researchers make when defining research questions, methods, and findings (e.g., [13, 37, 140].
Database authors can include small statements on positionality in their work. Beyond positionality
statements, database authors might also consider weaving in smaller nods of positionality into
descriptions of the methods used to define and annotate classifications. To accomplish this, database
authors might explain their relevant expertise to the task of identity classification. They might
also explicitly ask annotators to describe their own race and gender identities, for the sake of
understanding how that might shape their annotations. Ogbonnaya-Ogburu, Smith, To, and Toyama
also suggest that in addition to these endeavours, researchers ought to be “other-conscious” [125];
in other words, to consider how their work will be viewed by people in other groups than their
own, particularly racial minority groups.
It is important to note we are not advocating for the compulsory disclosure of sensitive experiences or marginalized identities. We acknowledge the increased burden of researchers from
marginalized identities in self-disclosure, which may risk their personal and professional lives
[92]. There is also the valid concern that work conducted by marginalized individuals on topics
of identity will be viewed as less scientific and less valid [68, 152]. Rather, we are advocating for
increased context setting around the decisions researchers make when constructing and documenting databases, and a deeper attention to documenting the identities of annotators as seen in more
research practice (e.g., the reporting of participant demographics).
9.1.2 Incorporate sociohistorical context
Documentation is crucial to understanding the sociohistorical context in which databases are
created and annotated. Database authors should explicitly detail the decisions they have made
in defining race and gender, as well as the categories they have chosen to represent. As we have
demonstrated through our discussion (see section 8.3), not only do cultural definitions of race and
gender change over time, but they are linked to sociohistorical modalities of power. How race
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and gender concepts are distinguished is contextual to how such categories are being used. Race
is often seen as having shared physical traits, whereas ethnicity is seen as shared cultural traits;
furthermore, nationality is sometimes is conflated with both [112]. Such classificatory distinctions
can also disguise heterogeneity within both “race” and “ethnicity” [56]. Similarly, “gender” and
“sex” are often distinguished as two separate concepts. Furthermore, sexologists and activists have
criticized the distinction between “sex” and “gender” for erasing intersex bodies [29, 47]. Many trans
and gender scholars have since rebutted the gender and sex distinction altogether (e.g., [25, 27]).
When making distinctions, database authors should review theories of race and gender as part
of their literature review, and discuss the limitations and tradeoffs of their decisions in their
documentation.
9.2

Revisit, revise, or retract existing image databases

During our analysis, we came across databases which third-party researchers had subsequently
annotated. For example, although the original LFW database did not have explicit gender annotations, Affi et al. have subsequently annotated this database with gender annotations [7] on their
official website. This is a creative way to extend existing databases, which may not contain race
and gender information, and improve them. Given the difficulty in accessing the original subjects
for most existing databases, it’s likely third-parties would still need to adopt methods for external
identification of race and gender. In this case, Affi et al. adopted a binary approach to gender in their
adaptation of LFW. However, we encourage third-parties to embrace opportunities to introduce
alternative, more inclusive annotations. Much like Scheuerman et al. recommended [150], thirdparty annotators might instead choose to annotate varieties of gender expression (e.g., feminine,
masculine; long hair, short hair; makeup, no makeup), rather than perceived gender identity. They
might also embed feminist theories into empirical methods. For example, by introducing Standpoint
Theory [143] into crowdworking annotations, purposefully recruiting crowdworkers of diverse
races and genders to label images, and situating those identities within annotation reports.
We also encourage the research community to revisit and question the utility and inclusivity
of previously published databases. For example, we saw that both the MS-Celeb-1M and the HRT
Transgender Faces database had been retracted from their websites. They are no longer available
for download. It is likely this is due to critical commentary from both researchers (e.g., [80]) and
the media (e.g., [74, 115]). Reassessing the validity of databases should be encouraged by the
research community, through encouraging both original authors and third parties to publish work
evaluating existing databases. The retraction of databases should not be seen as a failure, but instead
a contribution to improving computer vision.
9.3

Creatively engage “invisible” aspects of identity

Like other scholars before us (e.g., [80, 150]), we believe that a true representation of race or gender
cannot be ascertained without explicitly coupling both the visible—physical embodiment—and the
invisible—social and historical realities that shape the internal sense of self. Yet, it is extremely
difficult to incorporate the invisible aspects of identity into such a visual medium as computer
vision. Those few databases that attempted to fold in the social and internal aspects of gender (PPB
and DiF) did so only insofar as to say their databases were limited by being unable to capture this
complexity.
Moving forward, we encourage database authors to re-imagine how identity in image databases
can also embrace the invisible characteristics of racial and gender identities. Already, there have
been attempts to incorporate self-identification into image databases. For example, Scheuerman et
al. built an image database using self-annotated gender [150]. This work attempts to encapsulate
the invisible in visible images using self-identification of the subjects. Database authors might also
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consider methodologies for collecting self-identification directly from subjects—in studio or by
survey. We might also consider looking beyond prevailing one-sided moments of identification—
where facial analysis systems classify or verify an individual without consent—to interactive systems
which allow individuals agency over identification. Such techniques could greatly improve the
depth and accuracy of the representations of the identity of the subject.
We acknowledge such approaches are also faced with a large number of limitations. It may be
technically infeasible to gather enough images this way; it may also be technically infeasible to use
self-annotated annotations, which may be too complex or varied for computer vision systems. As
demonstrated by other researchers, the ethical critiques of facial analysis technologies highlighted in
this work cues can be extended to other “invisible” aspects of human identity, like personality traits
and emotions (e.g., [172])—many of which were also present in the databases we analyzed. Using
invisible characteristics, whether that is gender identity or emotion, may still enable problematic
applications of facial analysis and must always be critically examined.
9.4

Explicitly define identity-specific limitations of use

We encourage authors to think through the potential implications of their databases being used
in facial analysis technologies—in particularly, the misuses. One way of taking caution against
oppressive uses of race and gender categories in databases, as demonstrated through our discussion
in Section 8.3, is to create licensing agreements that delimit what kinds of uses are acceptable.
Many of the databases we examined in this study had licensing agreements for the type of use
(e.g., commercial) that were allowed. In some cases, people who want to use these databases must
contact the creators before they are given permission to use it.
However, database authors could go further. Specifically, licensing agreements should address
acceptable and unacceptable identity-specific uses of databases. We saw this in one database which
we examined, the Iranian Face Database (IFDB), which detailed terms of use for the images of
women included in the database [121]. While we acknowledge it is not possible to predict all
problematic uses of a database, licensing agreements present a first step to protecting both the
subjects in the database and the potential targets of facial analysis systems. A significant benefit of
licensing agreements is that authors will more easily be able to identify who is using their database
and can inform them of changes or even retractions. When it is unclear how much or whether
to restrict use of a database, authors should engage with community groups and advocates to
determine what uses are appropriate (e.g., [62, 171]).
10

Limitations and Future Work

We acknowledge the limitations of our methods. When database authors did not clearly state how
race and gender were derived or how they were annotated, we were left no choice but to read
between the lines. Deeper understanding of the motivations and decisions being made by database
authors requires an insider perspective; future work would benefit from interviews with database
authors, both in academia and in industry contexts. Furthermore, given the propensity of utilizing
crowdworking solutions for large scale database annotations, there are immense opportunities
for new research on crowdsourced annotation practices. We seek to conduct future work on the
positionality of diverse crowdworkers as annotators of race and gender features.
Furthermore, given the sociohistorical power structures that impact groups at the intersection of
both race and gender, more work is needed to address theories of intersectionality in facial analysis
databases. We observed race and gender being treated as highly disparate identities; they were not
addressed as relevant to one another, except when gender was used to balance out racial categories.
Future work on more theory-driven approaches to addressing intersectionality [31, 65, 137] in
image databases could help alleviate the lack of sociohistorical context we observed in this study.
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This work should also consider less U.S. and Westernized views of identity and structural inequality,
as the theories used to examine databases in this paper are largely based on Western theories of
gender and race.
Additionally, the classification of subjects through computer vision, whether the labels are derived
from subjects themselves or otherwise, may simply be viewed as morally objectionable in many circumstances. In particular, when we consider the historical—and contemporary—operationalization
of race and gender classification for political means. As such, even in attempts to fold in complex
and self-held invisible identities, we must always consider how those databases may be appropriated
to accomplish the types oppression we discussed in this study.
11

Conclusion

Emerging research in the realm of FATE (fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics) has
yielded unique insights in improving equity in facial analysis technologies. Specifically, researchers
have called for increased engagement with critical scholarship [64] and complex realities of identity
[18, 150]. Our study embraces these calls, adopting a critical sociohistorical perspective of race
and gender classification to analyze current identity documentation practices in image databases.
We examined (1) for what purposes are race and gender included in image databases; (2) what
information about race and gender is implicit and what is explicit; (3) what sources are being used
to define categories of race and gender; and (4) what annotation practices are being used to identify
race and gender in images.
To accomplish this, we analyzed 92 image databases popularly cited in facial analysis literature. We developed a codebook to examine how database authors described their definitions and
annotation practices of race and gender. We found that the majority of database authors neither
provided sources for which gender and/or race were derived, nor described the annotation practice
of identifying race and/or gender in database images. While a small subset of newer image databases
are aimed at increasing, in particular, racial diversity and engage more deeply with literature on
race and gender identities, they still rely on moments of visible identification that could be used to
augment sociohistorical practices of oppression if adopted inappropriately.
We discussed the current state of the art in database construction: apolitical and obvious approaches that erase the subjective reality of external identifications. We highlighted the politicized
history of race and gender identifications, including how facial analysis systems are being adapted
to expand harmful and oppressive agendas. Throughout this discussion, we highlighted the role of
visible difference, that otherwise erases the internal experiences of race and gender. We concluded
with recommendations for improving approaches to database construction and documentation,
including opportunities for authors to mitigate harm to subjects of facial analysis.
12
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